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Hearthstone top tier decks september 2020

Our Hearthstone level list includes a ranked overview of the most competitive Hearthstone decks to play in August 2020 (Season 77). Hearthstone gives us the freedom to harness our creativity and put together ideas to outwit our opponents and emerge victorious. Some of these ideas end with more
success than others, though. With this in mind, it's super useful to have a handy tool to help you work out which blanket is most likely to shoot you up the ladder, or at least go toe to toe with a strong player. This is where our Deck Tier list gets into the game because it breaks down the highest win rate
decks of the meth game and guides you through how to play each of them. For Scholomance Academy meth, we expect to see a lot of dynamic shifts in the early stages, so keep an eye on the constant updates on how it goes and what the best blankets are!. It's important to remember: the highest win-
rate deck isn't always what you see with the most success. We've had a lot more success recently with Albatross Priest than Highlander Hunter just because it's a blanket we find more rewarding to play with, while some may really prefer going to Bomb Warrior. All in all, we recommend using it as a deck
layer on the deck deck, but not as a gospel on which the deck should always be played. It's about having fun at the end of the day, and if you enjoy yourself, you can win more. We also have a handy page for Best Scholomance Academy Budget Decks, so if you're not sure whether to go all about the
archetype, give it a look. We keep this deck layer list updated all the time too, so keep an eye on here when meta shifts and updates come around. Given the developers' recent tendency to make sudden major changes to the game drop the hat, we are likely for a dynamic expansion season at
Scholomance Academy. Our best budget Scholomance Academy Decks page is worth bouncing if you're a casual player who still wants to get into the competitive side of things. What's more, our review of the Demon Hunter class page should help you work out whether Illidan is for you. Here's our
selection of top Hearthstone blankets you can climb the Season 77 ladder together. Here's our current Scholomance Academy levellist. Of course, changes happen all the time, so keep an eye on this page! Let us know how you're doing with your blankets! Remember, Hearthstone is all about harnessing
your creativity when it comes to deck building, so take them like templates and make changes you think will help. Image via Blizzard Entertainment Hearthstone meth is constantly changing. But no matter what meth looks like, there are always some blankets that are just better than others. Hearthstone's
Madness at Darkmoon Faire expansion introduced a variety of new archetypes of the game, many of which take advantage of the new Corrupt keyword. If you like fresh blankets and mechanics, right now is a great time Südamekivi. Siin on meie soovitused parimad tekid Hearthstone sel ajal. Astmed
põhinevad win määr andmeid kogutud hearthstone teki tracker pakutud HSReplay, samuti täiendavat teavet, mida allikad nagu Vicious Syndicate ja konkurentsivõimeline Hearthstone subreddit. Mida madalam on astme number, seda parem tekk. See tähendab, et esimesel tasandil on parimad tekid. Iga
teki all leiate koodi, mida saate kopeerida, et kleepida loend otse oma Hearthstone'i kollektsiooni. Seda tasemete loendit on värskendatud, et kajastada viimaseid saldomuutusi. Evolve Shaman ei ole enam nimekirjas vaatamata sellele, et see on üks parimaid tekkide enamiku selle laienemise. Evolve
Šamaan võib veel elujõuline post-nerf, kuid see on ebaselge sel ajal. Siin on parimad Hearthstone tekid mängida just nüüd. Tier one Pure Paladin Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone:
AAECAZ8FBJuuA4TBA8PRA+DRAw3cA5yuA422A8q4A/24A+q5A+u5A+y5A8rBA57NA7/RA8DRA8rRAwA= Highlander Hunter Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone:
AAECAR8eqAK1A4cEyQTbCf4M/KMDpqUD+a4D+68D/K8Dh7ADorkDpLkD/7oD174D3r4D3MwDm80Dos4DgtADxtEDudID9tYD6OED8uED8+EDhOIDj+MDyuMDAAA= Face Hunter Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone:
AAECAR8GhwTJBJ+lA4WwA4ewA/bWAwyoAv4M+68D/K8DorkD/7oD3MwDm80Dos4DgtADxtEDudIDAA== Tier two Zoo Warlock Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone: AAECAf0GAv2kA9a5Aw4wzgfCCLW5A7a5A8u5A5XNA5vNA9fOA8HRA8zSA5feA9DhA8rjAwA=
Bomb Warrior Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone: AAECAQcI/ASblAPfrQPosAPjtAPFwAOT0AOq0gMLS/8DogT/B5qUA9mtA7i5A8C5A/bCA4rQA/fUAwA= Broom Paladin Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone:
AAECAZ8FBvsBhMEDn80Dk9ADm9gDjeEDDJWmA4iuA8q4A/24A+q5A+u5A+y5A8rBA5XNA57NA4XeA/neAwA= Stealth Rogue Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone : AAECAaIHBLICzQPZ0QOr0gMNtAHtAogH4gePlwP/pQO5uAPPuQOqywOk0QOK1APf3QPn3QMA
Aggro Demon Hunter Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone: AAECAea5AwLMugP21gMO/acD+a4D4LwD174D3r4D2cYD98gD3MwDgtADxtEDi9UDzd0Dz90DyuMDAA== Totem Shaman Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone:
AAECAaoIApMJ3+EDDoEEvgadowPapQP5pQO1rQO2rQPbuAOWuQObzQOm0QPw1AOo3gOq3gMA Tier three Secret Mage Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone: AAECAf0EBMMBv6QD2dEDleEDDXGeAbsC7AW+pAPdqQP0qwPCuAP63QPx3gOQ4QOR4QPo4QMA
Clown Druid Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone: AAECAZICAp3YA/zeAw5f/gHkCO+iA9ulA+i6A5vOA7rQA/DUA/7bA4ngA5XgA9HhA+bhAwA= Control Warlock Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone:
AAECAf0GBtqWA8S5A87SA8/SA/zeA87hAwzbBuusA/S7A6zLA7jOA+zRA8zSA83SA5LeA5PeA5XeA8beAwA= Big Priest Image via HSReplay Copy this code to use this deck in Hearthstone:
AAECAa0GCNMKgpQD1pkDk5sDn6kDyL4DyMAD/d8DC8kGmZsDoaEDmakD8qwDk7oDy80D4t4D+t8D+98D/N8DAA== Highlander Image via HSReplay Copy this code use this blanket Hearthstone: AAECAf0EHnHJA6sE7QSWBbwIn5sDip4Doaed/KMDkqQDv6QD9KsD + qwDiLEDkb EDj
LYDw7gDjbsD4MwD+MwDlNEDpNED2dEDndgD694Dv+ADkeEDleED6OEDAA= Regardless of the blanket you choose, try to select one, which fits your playstyle. If you want something fresh, we recommend Zoo Warlock or Aggro Demon Hunter. You'll notice the lack of Control blankets at this level of
the list, which is strange when you consider how the new Old Gods seem to lend themselves to the Control playstyle. But Aggro's too good right now. For Control fans, blankets that use the new Old Gods may become refined as meth develops. As always, every time a new expansion launches, meth is
associated with a fluctuate. Craft with care and patience. You need the best Hearthstone deck if you hope to increase your win rate, or grind through the rankings this month. Every Hearthstone class feels unique in the play, but it's easy to feel overwhelmed by all the choice. Crafting a viable blanket with
limited dust can also be tricky, so I'm here to help you spend it wisely. Thanks to the data shared by the vicious syndicate and HSReplay, we can see which Hearthstone decks have climbed the ranks in the last few weeks. If you hope to push into the next bracket, grab a snack and prepare to explore
these builds. Here are the best Hearthstone blankets for game snow, strategies that should be followed each, and some important cards that you should add to your collection. Deck Code: AAECAaoIArSRA5zOAw7TAe4GxpkD1KUD2KkD6LAD3bD4bgDlc0Dm80D8NQD3NsDqd4Dqt4DAA==Cost: 4920
Bogpinegs Knuckles(Image credit: Blizzard)There was a time when Shaman fell hearthstone leader. But Thrall is back with vengeance, and HSReplay's Evolve Shaman shows us why. You want to be crossed aboard minions with the help of Desert Hare, Pit Master, Derailment Coaster and your Lackey
generating cards. Slam down the 8/8 Sea Giant for good measure, then equip and attack the Boggspine Knuckles weapon to develop your minions. The beauty (and horror) of this deck is that you'll always be able to find your Boggspine Knuckles. CageMatch Custodian is a 2/2 elemental that allows you
to control your weapon. The durability of the knuckles is two, but you can add two more to your deck using your Hoard Pillagers. Even in cases where you turn your minions into a weak replacement that can be used by Bogstrok Clacker to develop adjacent allies in random minions, that will cost another
swing to develop a strong board. Deck Code: AAECAAIHARIC2dEDDrQB7QKXBogPlwP7ogP1pwOqywPHzgOk0QPf3QPn3QPz3QMACost: 6760 DustWhirlkick Master (Image credit: Blizzard)Vicious Syndicate's Miracle Miracle Rogue is packed with cheap maps to help you establish your presence on
board quickly. Madness at Darkmoon Faire's Foxy Fraud ensures you almost always have enough mana to play cards like EVIL Miscreant, Wand Thief and Prize Raider. Swindle is a cheap card only two-mana, but you want to take advantage of your combo effect, resulting in this drawing of both spelling
and minion. The Whirlkick Master has turned up as rescuers uldum set to continue supplementing his hand with fresh cards. This Epic adds a random combo card to your hand when you play a combo card, so throw it off the field and fearlessly dish out combos knowing that you won't run out of cards. If
you find that your hand is looking a little bare, Secret Passage replaces it with four cards on your deck in one turn to keep you heading in the right direction. Rogue blankets continue to rely on Jandice Barov to invite bigger minions, and there's always a chance that you'll find Witchy Lackey develop into
your vulnerable henchman when it's on board. Questing Adventurer and Edwin VanCleef do heavy lifting, and thanks to their seemingly endless stream of combo cards, they can grow into game-winning minions in one turn. Deck code:
AAECAR8eqAK1A8cDhwTbCf4M/KMDpqUD+a4D+68D/K8Dh7ADorkDpLkD/7oD174D3r4D3MwDm80Dos4DgtADx UdID9tYD6OED8uED8 +EDhOIDj+MDyuMDAAA=Cost: 9640 DustPetting Zoo (Image credit: Blizzard)Highlander Hunter is as reliable as ever and manages to maintain a positive win rate
with just a few tweaks to its previous iterations. This build has proved very popular with HSReplay of late, but similar to other Highlander lists, it puts you back a fair amount Dust.It in a strong early game thanks to the addition of Wolpertinger, Intrepid launch and Dwarven Sharpshooter. When used with
Divine Infestation (give minion +1/+1, summon 1/1 cub and add cub in your hand) or scavenger ingenuity (draw beast and give it +2/+2), it will be difficult for opponents to clear these dangers in the opening round. This blanket currently features many secrets to make the most of Petting Zoo, which invites
a 3/3 minion for every secret you control. Dragonbane will remain on deck to deal with further damage. Then Lorekeeper Polkelt will help conclude games soon, doing your graduate, Dinotamer Brann.Deck Code: AAECAQcI3q0DwLkD +
cIDn80Dk9ADq9QDzt4DyOEDC0uQA6IE1AT/B9ypA9mtA6S2A5XNA/fUA7AwXeA=Cost: 12940 DustE.T.C. God Metal (Image credit: Blizzard)I can't say I'm a fan of Control Warrior builds, but I respect the patience needed to score wins on this deck. The Vicious Syndicate setup is built around ET.C. God
Metal, 1/4 Legendary, which deals with two damage to an enemy hero after friendly Rush minion attacks. This blanket is to enjoy a positive victory rate, especially in the higher ranks. You need a lot of Dust to craft this blanket because it offers six Legendary cards, including pirate-drawing gun Ancharr,
damage-dodging weapon Bulwark of Azzinoth and Darkmoon Faire staple, Silas Darkmoon, who rotates minions around the board. Not surprisingly, the risky Skipper and Armorsmith are present to help you stack the armor and protect you before the long game. When the other half of the board begins to
look alarming, the brawl clears them irritating Then there's always the chance to capture Rattlegore to make things uncomfortable for your opponent. Deck code: AAECAZ8FBJuuA/y4A4TBA8PRAw3cA5yuA8q4A/24A+q5A+u5A+y5A8rBA57NA7/RA 8 DRA8rRA +DRAwA=Cost: 8920 DustLightforged
Crusader (Image credit: Blizzard)Pure Paladin began to realize its potential just before Scholomance Expansion was released, and it shows no signs of slowing down. Using your Aldor Transmitters and Aldor Truthseekers, you can reduce the cost of your buff, healing and mock cards by constantly getting
control of the board. If the other side of the field becomes a concern, it will also have reliable board cleanses thanks to its Libram of Justice/Consecration combo. This deck may struggle with the lack of a card draw, but the Lightforged Crusader has a hand in adding five random tracks to the cards in your
hand if you're a little short. Lady Liadrin also offers copies of all the weather you cast friendly minions within the game back in your hands to allow you to create great dangers at the end of the game. This version also works with Murgur Murgurgle, which mixes Murgurgle Prime on its deck (Divine Shield.
Battlecry: Invite 4 random Murlocs. Give them the Divine Shield). Deck Code: AAECAea5AwTaxgPUyAPP0gPQ3QMNh7oD17sD4LwD2cYD/MgD0c0D+84DzNIDzdID1NID99 UDxd0DzN0DAA==Cost: 6320 DustIl'gynoth(Image credit: Blizzard)If you like to deal with huge bouts of damage in one, turn This
Il'gynoth Soul Demon Hunter build is for you. Aggro Demon Hunters already had a strong gameplan, but the introduction of Soul Fragments a few extensions ago has seen its class identity develop to add healing. Of course, there's also some cheeky Lifestealing involved. Spirit Jailer, Soul Shear and
Marrowslicer get the ball rolling by adding Soul fragments to their deck. Shardshatter Mystic destroys the fragment to deal with three losses to all other minions, while Soulshard Lapidary destroys one to get +5 in one turn. You also have Soulciologist Malicia on hand to call for a 3/3 Soul rush if you need
to clear the dangers of your opponent's side. Aldrachi Warblades and Il'gynoth are essential to destroying your opponent's health. You have a variety of gun buffs at your disposal including Twin Slice, Chaos Strike and Relentless Pursuit. Aim your opponent's face with your suped up Aldrachi Warblades
and make sure that Il'gynoth is on board when you attack. This legendary 2/6 manipulates your Lifesteal influence to damage the enemy hero instead of healing you. If you go face down, it's double damage. Deck code: AAECAZ8FBvsBhMEDn80Dk9ADm9gDjeEDDJWmA4iuA8q4A/24A+q5A+u5A+y5A8
rBA5XNA57 NA4XeA/neAwA=Cost: 7680 DustAnimated luuavars (Image credit: Blizzard)Broom Paladin is not far from Pure Paladin, so it's easy to make a switch, if you fancy running a slightly different build. The Libram package is still in play, with Aldor Escorts and Aldor Truthseekers making them
cheaper. However, there is room to be more aggressive A broom-top that gives your minions Rush. Clearing hazards is even easier using Pen Flinger's, and you have a lot of weather ready to activate your Spellburst effect back in your hand. Avoid wasting time planning your own times, as orchestrated
long-scrolled Pen Flinger play may take longer than you think. Carousel Gryphon (Divine Shield. Corrupt: Buttery +3/+3 and Mock) is a powerful ally of the play turn five, and there are cards like Salhet's Pride and Redscale Dragontamer to help you steer more of your deck. If these minions feel a little
disconnected, don't be afraid, there's N'Zoth, Deep God on this deck. By turn 10, you can revive the friendly minion of each minion type to make your opponent sweat. Deck Code: AAECAf0EBMMBv6QD2dEDLEEDDDDDDDDDDDC7AW+pAPdqQP0qwPCuAP63QPx3gOQ4QPo4QMaCost: 6160 Dust
Incons initials (Image credit: Blizzard Secret Mage puts you in control that allows you to play secrets that are your opponent treading carefully throughout the game. Keeping others guessing will give you the edge of this deck. Thanks to the occult Conjurer (if you control the secret, call a copy of this
henchman), The Game Master (the first secret you play each turn costs one mana) and the inconspicuous Rider (Battlecry: cast the secret on your deck), Secret Mage has more support than ever before, and it works well ranked. Synerg y synergy with its minions and spells is off to a strong start from the
first turn using Secretkeeper and My AncientSteries to get the ball rolling. Then you can take full advantage of taking active secrets from maps like Cloud Prince, allowing you to deal with a month of damage when you control the secret. If your hand is feeling a little thin, use Sayge, The Seer of Darkmoon
to draw a card for every friendly secret that has been launched so far. You have two fireball finish spells hit deadly and draw the game shut down. Deck Code: AAECAQcGHNIC3q0DwLkD48wDk9ADDDBaQA9QE3KkD2a0D3a0DpLYDu7kDnLsDkD99QDtd4DAA==Cost: 7760 DustGrommke
Hellashscream (Image credit: Blizzard)Enrage Warrior has recently managed to sneak into Tier 2, Calling for the help of pirates, weapons and Grommash Hellscream crush the opposition's face. Your list of Pirates includes Sword Eater, Risky Skipper and Sky Raider. They can be drawn using Ancharr,
but it is not the only powerful weapon you have at your disposal. The Reaper's Scythe has a Spellburst effect that ensures its 4-attack swings also damage adjacent minions. Corsair Cache will help you find and buff these weapons, then cutting the class later to benefit from your attacks on your attacks
will reduce your costs every time you hit the enemy with your weapon. Similar to Control Warrior, Armorsmith and Risky Skipper can create armor alongside evil quartermaster, which adds Lackey to your hand and gives you three armor protections. Your ideal finisher sees you play grommash Hellscream
and irritating it using Inner Rage. Don't forget that a blood merchant mercenary lurks on your deck to summon a copy. friendly damaged henchman. You can use it with Grommash if it can survive the turn, or tie it to Kor'kron Elite instant damage. Deck Code:
AAECAf0GAv2kA9a9a5Aw4wzgfCCLW5A7a5A8u5A5A5A5A5XNA5vNA9fOA8HRA8zSA5PeA9DhA8rjAwA=Cost: 4220 DustMan'ari Mosher (Image credit: Blizzard)If you've been banged on the dust, but still need to get your way ranked this week, consider craft zoo'ari Mosher (Image credit: Blizzard)If
you've been banged up to the dust, but still need to get your way ranked this week, consider the craft Zoo Warlock. This build only features one legendary map, making it an affordable way to collect winnings quickly. Your main strategy is to change your health – whether it's sacrificing HP or healing – to
reduce the cost of your 8/8 Flesh Giants. Zoo Warlock usually wins or loses games quickly, so you can zoom through matches ranked.Expect to throw cards often in exchange for buffing your minions, or dealing with injury. Soulfire, Wicked Whispers and Nightshade Matron all fuel this aggressive
gameplan. You can also rely on Man'ari Mosher (Battlecry: Give a Friendly Demon +3 Attack and Lifesteal It In Turn) to your health, while eliminating the dangers on the other side of the board. You always have something to play for when your deck is stacked with cheap cards and allies like the Tour
Guide will ensure you can draw cards for free using your Hero Power. Power.
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